With strong Mindset for Success you will:

have created a clear and detailed vision
be absolutely certain of why you want the things you want
implement habits for success that will make achieving
your goals easier
be willing to do what it takes, get out of your comfort zone
stay focused and determined
create a long-term vision as well as short term goals
Learn from your mistakes and move on
take full responsibility for your actions and results
remain open-minded and curious
ditch the fixed mindset and go for growth
practice resilience
practise patience
believe in yourself
learn to master your emotions
get a grip on negative self-talk, the inner critic
know your strengths and weaknesses
be able to accept feedback and process it, both positive
and negative
notice what’s working and what’s not and adjust
accordingly
be results focused
become strong in decision-making
adopt an abundance mentality, not a scarcity mentality this is particularly important around money and clients
stop fearing failure, be willing to fail
stop being afraid to break the rules, step outside the norm
listen to your intuition, stop overthinking everything and
don’t second-guess yourself
let positivity flow into everything you do
practice gratitude
celebrate others successes
be flexible
get inspired
stay healthy in mind and body
keep your energy high

Rate yourself 0-10 for how well you feel you do each of these
things already. What do you need to improve?
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CHALLENGE DAY 1

30 sec Video or Selfie!
Create either a short 30 sec video OR (if
you are shy of video) take a selfie and
post into the group giving me this
information:

1.

Introduce yourself and your business

(or business idea)

2.

Where are you at with your mindset

for success – so this can be your rating 010

3.

What are the top 2 things that you

feel you need to work on to develop your
mindset for success?
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